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· branch, -M( s). . . '. •\ - _, - ' -The originators chose th,e -moment generating 
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This equation, known as Mason• s Rule·, is stated as follows: 
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A generating function is a·power series in terms ot. 
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. , , where P{ j} is the p_robability that the n8twork is realized 
· ·when brariches tagged with a·. Z are traversed j times, and .. · . __ ,, I ..... .. , 
,, . .. - . 
' . 
M{ s I j ). is the conditi~onal moment generating function asso- · 
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_W(s,'e) = PM(s, c) .. , 
----.- · ii 
.. . . ··. where·Mfs,~) ·1s the Joint m.oment gen,rrS.tirig f'uriCtlOil tor a····· · · ···· ...... -. ······ .•1 ' -- - ' . ' - . - - - - - . - ' ' -




... : -_--._· ··branch. If'" the· number of counts is ind,ependent of the .tinie , , - - !0 d 'ft 
- ;;[ 
. L~ 
·- ___ ,. :r 
- , /!t 
- :· -.. ' ., ·.· to t~averse the' br~·ch then 
-~ 
' ' . 
M(s,c)·? M{~)·ec 
• j 
• ;· • 
• / 
_Ii' in1'ormat·i·o~ conce~ning only ·the- number ·~olirits is desired. 
' ' then s can be s~t to zero and only e0 need be used as 
.. _ 
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' FClr. large scale systems., · 1 t becomes·_ ext·remely , 
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· taining the moment g~nerat.ing functions of the output. Thus 
a computer is mandatory to solve complex s·ystems. 
~; A program·· written by Ishmael and Pritsker ( 7) is 
.,. y available for analyzing G~RT net,-1orks which contain nodes 
of the Exclusive·-=- or ~ypeo· The program calculates the / 
probability!) the expected time and the variance in the time 
...... \•. ,l..-
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_ to go: from each so:urce node of the GERT netwo·rk--to each: · · 
_ I • , _ 
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. Another·· ·program, GERTS II, wr1:ich. is- ·also written· 'by·.- :. _-
-, . . ·. . . . , . C \ r··-1 •r ~ • a •• _. . . . • . 
: ,Ishmael and Pri tske'r ( 8) can aQcommodate GERT networks which . 
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l·. The probability· that~ a node is -:realized;· 
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· 2~. · \The · average., standard deviation, ·m;n;mum and 
· · _, maximum time to realize a node: · . 
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• • • • 1, ••• 
,_. _ . _ . 3,, A histogram of the· times to realize a· node;-· .and .. 
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-- · · _· Ther·e-·:·are 8 _node type that can be used· in- ·oERTS 11·. · 
• • r . . 
-i . 
'. 
. ;. Figure .1 ·represents the a· node .. types. - . . . ~ 
1 . 
-· 
... " ·_ Wi~h GERTS II, two additional .. charact,eristics can b~ 
. ' 
associated with an activity. These are a counter type and-
--- ·---- an acti.vi ty ·numb~r. · The counte~"'=·J;ype number specifies the 
. ~m . 
. ~ . ·. >-
.. ' ~ . 
counter to be increased by l every time.the activity is I • •, 
realizedo Activity numbers are given to activities to per- . _; 
' 
mit network modifications based on the ~ealization or _th~ 
activi~Yo Network modification involves the replacing of·a 
,. 
node by another nodeo /The node'to be replaced is deleted 
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. 'rrom the-network when arid if it Js :realiz8d.' The activit:r8s 
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tlieii Caused to OCcur are f~m the node that is inserted. In 
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,·· .this way a node· can be ch~nged many times before it is 
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Figure . ~ 2. ·Illustration of Br~ch Descriptors 
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One Qf ~the m·ajor. field of statistical quality control 
f . 
·-
.. , ... 
' 
' 
·.• ' ,: ~ -~_is_ ae~ptance .sampling~ 
... -
The purpos.e of accep,tance sam.p.ling ·- · 
.. 
I • ' • 
· _is to determine a·. course of .action, not· to .estim·ate lot . 
......,· . 
' .' ··. . '· 
quality. ~cceptanee. sampl·ing·_ p·resc·ribes. a procedure tha~.-"'- . . · ' · . . . 
·. will·give a specifi~~ ris~ of accepti~g lots of _given 
. 
, .._,__, - . 
-
. 
·o ._ . 
· · --- -··---· quality. In other words, ~cc~p.t9.1:1oe s~pling yields ;,;· 
· · ·· qu.ali ty assurance. 
, ... 
- . •; . . 
-. . . . . . . 
·:·. ~., 
A single sampling ·plan (1) i.s des.ignateci by 'two · · · · · 
- -.-. . 
i . . .. .,.,(' - " . 
·,(• '17. 
. numbers n and c. A sample·- of' s~~e · 1'.l ·. is t·ake:t1 ,f'rom a gi ve·n · , _ 
. . 
1• ··' 
- . lot. ;r it contains c or ·less defective -~~t,. it is , . . .• ' > ,A' • • ~ .I .. •. --- -·-=- . 
,·•.-. 
~ - ....... '. --· --- .. -·····. -- - --·· . - accepted. Othe.rwi~e, it _is rejected •. 
- ; -~-=---:: 
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- - . ,- - ------ --a. - - ' . 
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.... ( .•. . . - - - .. . . . .. - -- .... - ... 
· · An example is presented to show how GERT can be us.ed _: ·-::: __ -__ ::;, • · · 
.-- - - - -------·-
---------,-- -
- . . . 
-
i·· -
-··-·__:_·. - in. single.sampling plan •. 
·I) 
Example 1 Let n = 100, c = .2. Two kinds or >fnrorm.ation we. 
_. • ..I 
. 
' 
can obtai·n from GERT. ~et p be. the ,lot fraction def e~tive'. .. ·. 
- - - ·---------
---- ---- -· -· - . 
( a) .~h~ · system is shown in Figure 3. Wodes o., 1, 2, , 3 
;I• -- ,ti . -·---·-
:"''"""' ................................ ·,.I ....... , . 





· · - ·represents an absorbing state (i.e. t·he state in which 
. -~- .J 
•,, ' 
- ' 
· the lot is rejected) e Each branch of the network is . 
multiplJed by z.. From Mason• s RU.le, we get 
p3Z:, 
w =-----~---------
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Th~s, we can ··get . . ·\ 
,. >\~ ' 
. . ·. '- ~ 
>\.. · · . ···· . J ·· . ... · -to6 . . ··--···--···------------·· 
',,The proba~11ity. of rejecting a lot = 'Pr = 6-. a;. 1 · 
. . .: . . ' . . .. . .· . -t--3 . . . .. 
. \ . 
'·--;-_ ' 
. ·, ·.· ... ·· ... ·. . ·, 
. vi 
. ·, 
·· - 'l'he.,prob~bility of accepting a lot = t - p . , ·. _ 
-·.., .. _ . . . . . . r . . i •. _ ...... _ :_ __ _ 
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.. This 8.ppro8.ch only 0 il~u.strates. GER'] ~;a applicable. to . . , ~. ,t:J • ' -· "(t . 
~ 
·., 
this type ~or problem.· Howev:er, it is no .. t- a· practical· way 
,_.,_ ...:., 
., 
~ . .. . "'· 
to .get these probabilities from the above· c9mputation. . . 
'I 
·A'c_tu-e.lly we can 09tai.n these probabilities .from th·e GERT .. 
. , 
Simui8.tion as shown in Figure 4 £or _p = 0.03. Node 2 is the 
ti" - -
t . 
•· a.J:''· '" 
- - ...... ., ....... - .. --;~ ·: ---
,·~. 
. . .......... ; . 
starting node •.. Node ·3 arid 7 ·are· sink ·nodes. - Node 3· repre~ ·· · · 
,· 
. . . .. ·c;·-~i!i-
- ---- -- . -
. . . 
' 
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___ ,__.. .. 
sents the acceptance of a lot,. and. nod·e 7 ·represents the 
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· · . · rej action of a lot. 
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GERTS II-prQgram (8) c.~ give us the following re-
.... 
-sults .. immediately. The computer output is shown.below: 
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I· . -• . . ·From. the above .results, we c~n-:see . . ~ · 
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.r • . ·' ,,------·The ,expec·ted number o.f units passed . . · .. 
s. . ~· .·v .. until the lot is rejected = 5909217 - - ~- .. .;. . . : ,_-·· .;. ___ -··· --~---··- ·.-' 
l ..... - · ~)- . The .standard< dev~ation· of units ·passed _ , 
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·-------------------,.------ ·------·-.· .·.-· -. ---- -- .·- ..... -... Th_e·---s,truid-irci- deviation 9f units··---p-assed·: --- . .· · .
. . . . l. < . . . : · ~. until the lot -- is rej ec_t-e.d _ · · . = 23.0884· 
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·. ,·· ... _~ '.-<.: __ ·:i ·. The maximum number of units passe~ · 
........ , _ until the lot is rej e_cted \ = 99 .o 
The resul-~s ·observed_ fr9m. Opera~ing Characteristic 
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·cu·rv~··' for the ·sampling inspection plan n ·= 100, . c = 2, ·P = ·Q.QJ 
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(1) .are·.as fol.lows: · · 
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The probability of acceptance·= 0.43 .. · 
-· The probability of rejection =- 0.57 -
. . 
. ,, 
--- . --~·--'--·---·-··-· ,--.:-.. -:-' :-· . -- Thus·, we can s~e thait th·e· probabi;tit~es obtained from 
.the · above ·. two ~ethods ar'e very. clos~. · However, GERTS II can 
give. us the expecte_d v~lues and stand~rd -deviation of ,the· 
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informatione . ' i 
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(b)-·Suppose only C·is known.·-we would like. to know the 
expec:ted number of sampling before rejecting the lot. 1-
.. .. 
~pr the loop system shown .in Figure 5(a) standard flow-
•. 
graph operation wo-y.,ld reduce to the graph shown in 
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The variance for the dist~.ribution may then be. 
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------ --,~~- -,~- - --A ·aouble _sampling plan is designated. by five. numbers -
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.is immediately accepted. ·.:tr it contains more ·than c2 defec-_· 
" : defective units., i-t is .. immediately rejected. 
··---·--·--·· ·- \ > ,, •• · . '. - '~· 
. •. _· .. · . 
If -the nttmber _ -· 




. ~ ' . ' ' 
·.second. s~ple --~~ ____ size ~2 is taken. · If there are c.3 ·or· le~~ 
. . ·- /~ 
' C ~ffi defective un!ts i-n the com~ined samples, the lo·tfi is accepte~ • 
• I• •• • 
- ,•- --- ------- .....:~·--;::-·---·--- ~. :- .. - - -
' ' 
· .. '~--~-~=-· ~· I:t' there are more than c3 defective units, the lot is 
. <>·· . .;;.··- .. 
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rejected. · Frequently c2 is taken· ,equal to.· c3. : . . 
. . -... ' '~ ' .. 
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The probability of either acceptance or rej·ection on ·\_- _ 
. '-, . 
-····-··· 
. ·,,,< 
·_··-.- first sampling can, be obtained from th,e· method ·proposed in. 
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previous·~·section. · To compute the probability of_ either ____ ·-·-----:--:---:-·,,--;---c. 
acceptance or rejection on combine_d samples, an example is -
presented for this purpose as follows: · 
l,011,,.,.,,, .... .,.,.,.,, 
Exampl.e 2 Let n1 = 50» n2 = 100, c1 _= l, c2· = 03 = 3--, and 
V . .. ~· . . p be the lot fraction de,fecti-veo The probabilities of 
' ' 
accepting and rejecting on combined samp+es can. be obtained · 
'• . .,J' I 
from the GERT network as shown in Figure·7o Nodes Oj l, 29 
3, 4 represent the number of defective unitso · Node 4 rep~ 
resents an absorbing state { i oe o the state in which. combined 
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'l'he terms· s atisi'y condi t1·ons . J<.50, &nd .-j + · k ·=. 1$0 
are · as follows: 
- 14'1 
C, Z..1 Zz. , 
. .· 
: . -~ '- :·.· .. . . 
• 
. . . --·- - -- ,..._ ___ ' - - ~·-··-·- ··-
. ' ; . ·'-,.., - . ----··-:· . -·--. --· ··- - ' -- .. 
... ' ' . - - - - - - . .. ...... ,. Thus 
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- -----· .. ~' 
.· - - .,._,,,_ 
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. , .,I . 
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.. - -----~--·-·-------~ .. ------- -- -r0------- --- . ' The probability or rej~ction on combined 4'1 
. ·: 
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• , •• 1· : ... ,-
... ·::. 
. . ~ ' 
.. 
.. 
samples = Pr =. ~I. C~ 
The probability of acceptance on Fl 
combined samples · = 1-.Pr 
. ; •· ---· "' 
Since this is not ·a practical .~approach, we can easily 
obtain these probabilities from the GERT Simulationo In 
order to compare the results with Dunca.ri' ·S ( l) ,l· Another 
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_ Node 13 is• also · an absorbing· node in which the lc>"t--·····1s ............ _ ·•· ., _:. ·;. · 
- - ' ~ 
• ' . ' - '. u 
. ·. --:.~-- ' 
··, ___ .. __ .. 
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. Number· s.hown in square . .- on the t;:tgure indi,,9ate · 
' 
-- ' " 
" •. • • ' ',... ... '. c' 
_· ' "-.,~ • ' ' ·: ,, 
activity nUITlber and is used .to illu~trated potentia.J. modifi .. 
cation to the network •. · .. Thus, when activity l, · a br~, . · · · · .,.. 
' 
. ! . 
------~----------------~- ·--·---.·, __ :_ .. 
., - ------- -···-···----------·-- -----
' ........ _ 
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between node 8 and 9 is realized, the. network is modified by ·. 
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node 3 and· ~4 label-ed ·with a 1· in a square indic·ates the : .. ---------·--




·words 9 _ a second sample of size 100 is taken if the number of 
q.efective units is greater than 2. 
The comput~~ output of GERTS II program (8) is_ shown . 
below: ' ~· 
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·Fr_om ·the,- above~ results, we can .s·ee ··--··--·····. ~ .. .,., .. ,,_ ····· ~ . 
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4 -- . -- - -- · T}!e probP.,bility or rej·e_ction -on c~mbined . . . 
·. · .. ·samples :, · · : · · ='_007875 
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·plano • The purpose or this plan is -ta constrain the 
• 
0 
·· • · .. ·•.·. ,_- sul)plier.·that he wifl·····produet· of -AQL (ACc~ptable -Quality-: •.... _ 
\--- --~----.~ · ---1:;ev~l)··~uality•· M11·e Stda·l.OS~I> 1s-thu"S·-1ndexed ~th.···· ····· ... 
I ((_./-""'!,,,,, -~\ \> I : ··- .. --,-, -.--. -
1
• respect to _a series of AQL ~ s. · It is also necessary in 
., • 
·_ .- • ... •• • •. ·--:-- j • ~ 
- .. 
. --
. a~ply.i:ng }lil. Std-~ .105 ·D to de~ida on ·the 11 inspec1;1on 
I - • 
.... ··-·- ·---·· -·-
---- ·- -·· ..... 
. . - . ,. 
. ' . 
. ,.: . . ..... 
. ·.:. ... • ...... •-.-· .. ······· . ' 
..... 
.. . ·•·· ... ,.-. ··-··--··-"': ·-·--- -- -~. ·---- - ._ ........ . 
This d·eterm.ines the · re·lat-ipnship between the lot 
- . 
. . ., 
level." 
.. : .. :...---: ....... : ...... _ ... :, ... _. ..... :~,···"'" 
I',--',• · •• 
. ,· 
. -size·--~~ the sample size. Thr,ee general l_~vels of inspec-
. . .... 
. . tion. are. offered. Level II is desig;nated as normal. Level I 
, 
- - "----- - - . 
~-~Y be specified when-- les-s discriminat_ion is needed.,, level._ III-~-~---~----· 
• 
,::, ~·-, 
- ' . 
when more discrimination ,is needed. There are -·a.lso four 
special levels: S-l, S-2, S-3, S-4, ~d may be used where 
-· -·---··-·~ ·- -· ·•·• 
- - .. -~ -·- .•.. t:.. :_c·~.;-~ . _____ :_~-~~~ __ _ 
i 
i relatively small ·sample·· siz·es are. ne.cessary. and_ large_. l 
ij 
l: 
- ' . ~- ·. 
'• 
. '·~ 
. ,- . ------·----~-- ··--~ -- - .. -- - -- .. 
For a speoifi~dAQL and inspection level, and a 
-~•· . ~ 
·--- .---~-·. 
·----. ~ 
~ - . 
. 
.. . ·given lot s-ize, Milo --Std. 105 D gives a normal sampling --- ·. 
-·---- · __ ·p~an that is to· be used as long as the supplier is - -----------···-·---------- ··-
., ;, ... )· 
appa~ently producing product of AQL quality o It also gives 
a tightened P.lan to which a shift is to be made if there is 
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:- -. -:J~--·-- -- ~~-:--- .- --~~~~:~;~_---.~;~~=-~~~~--. - .. _:.-----'--.. ------~-~.--~- i 
- 1 •... -
·L.-. J ! 
Norm.al to ~ightened:·· when ·normal inspec·tion ·1s- ·- ------~-c_,-----~-~~--
in effeot 9 tightened inspection ·shall be insti-. · 
· tuted·- when .2 out of . .5 consecutive ·1ots or · ... 
•," I' • • • 
batches· have been ~ejected on original . 
1·nspectiono· .;, / · 
•• ··-··- • -,• F -~~-,--..'.,---- ,_ - ~- ~2; Tight enea to nomal. : -:-wna-n~-tj:gh~en a· :t:nspe ctt~n---.--. · ·-~ .. ; .,--'---:.cc.'_··. ___ :~\ 
.. 
,, .. '·· --- "'.. ..... :._ ---··----- _:_ .. ,;-···---~~'. ...•. ~----
:_ - ~ - · .. --:-- . . . .-
· is in eff.,ect., normal inspection. all be insti-. i 
tute.d when 5 consecutive lots o batches have · I 
been cons:\.dered acceptable on o g al ·t 
. insp ~ct ion-o · _ - ,_ . ,. -r-·-- · -I 
.,. 
.1 
.. , ·-·· . , 
Normal to redu.ce·d:. when_normal. inspection· is in 
--- _ _: __ -_'. .... ---·--------·- ------,-· ---·---·-------- -. - :l 
.,.p_fr_ : 




.· . ";.".4 ... L.-.; ... ~.;; .... ·. 
' ' ·.: .... :., ..... ~-·-· .. -· 
effe-et,· r,e.duced inspection shall be instituted 
when th~_ pre·ceding 10 lots or.batches have been 
considered ·a1.1 · acceptable on original inspection. __ . 
.- . - -,r -- : .. , - . • - • 
- -. - - - i.., • - -
' . 
' . -··- . .. . 
'' ·4 •. . . 
--- ,. -· ... ,. - . . 
Reduced to no~al: when reduced·· inspection is in 
effect 9 normal inspection ·shall be instituted . 
when a lot or· batch is rej act.ado · 
. . 
In the ·event that 10 consecutive lots or batches 
, · · -· · ··. re~ain on tightened inspection, inspecti"on under provisions · 
-
or this ~ocument should_ be disconti·nued. pending action to. 
improve the quality of submitted mat·erial. 
/ 
A GERT neti\Tork is i'orinulated as shown in Figure 9. · 
This model can provide us the mean and variance of the· (J 
~---. -'--·-------·-
number of lots inspectedo Node 5 represents the starting 
-'1,., .... 
nodeo l~odes l.o 2 9 3 represent a lot has been under normal, _ 
tightened, and reduced inspection respectivelyc Node 4 
represents a absorbing state in which the inspection is 
discontinued a 
! 




' • ! i. 
•-------------- - ----- --- - -- ---- - -- - ---- - --- -- - i, ------- ---- -- -r,-
'.. :•· 
. " . ·' . D· ' -· 
'... 
.· ___ .. - ·21.-. 
"· 
·._. Let Pr be the. probabilltY that a lot is rejected. 
-------------- .-. '---------------.- - --__ '. ______ - __ ------ . --- ~-------- - ------ ____________ ...:__ ,, ' ------~~-...-+-- - - -----------
···,~ .·. we e:an. find qu:t pr·trom the OC curve if p {lot 1'ra.cti0n-: · 
. - . - , .. - .·'. - - - , - - . . - . . . . ' - - - ' . . . . . - . ' ~ 
1-------c-------------------~---'"--- ----- - _- -- -,----. 
.:detective) ·1s given. 
. . . .. 
. ci 
. · Now let Pr = O.l~ ·The probabilities for each branch 
___ .. _·· 
. .. _- -· can· be.: compute_Q. by:;" 
-· ------------------
-- --~----- - -
.: ·,· . :• ... 
-, -- - -· -- - ---·-- - ---- --
-- ---·-·----- :- --~. --- -~--- ---;-- ~--. ----~----_-_ -~3-----_ _-_ ~~..-:---,-~----:--·---·:~·~"---_ .---~- ~----_ .-~---. ~~ _-__ ' '-'- -~~ 
f\ = (. 2.) Pr { l~r) = Io Fr (I~ Pr}= .o. 07 3 .. 
\ .·. 
I: ,,., . 
· IO · · - · 
.. p;z. = ( \ - f\. ) = o. 341 ·. ·. " 
. ' 
. . 
...... ,,,----~------- P ::: I - fi ~.f\.:: O • .f-78 -- .... ··· .. _ ... 
. - 3 '. ' . . . ·. --. ,, . 
·. Ta · compute_ P4, a GERTS · II network is· formulated as · 
1 ~---. Cl , r · •• 
. ' 
··\..: 
















__________________ ·--~ -;~ho'Wil ,'in Figure 10. . ., . / \ <. ' ·, ' •• ' 'L~ ., 
. ---··- ··--_ --:-· .···• --_.- .. -~-·--'··~ .. 
' 
. · P4 can be interpreted aS the probability of not ... - . 
.·- ~--_--_-__ -:_'. . . ' 
~ - -
ha.ving·.5 cOnsecutive· accepted lots in·io successive lots. ,-'. :-·--
. . . . 0 . 
. 
Node 2 is the starting node. Nodes 3,·4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
~ . :• 
i •. " -
represent O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 conSecutiv8 accepted lots re- · 
.. 
- -·--·------~-----·-·-' ~----··-·V-. 
- - ---:,···--~- - ~-- - , - - - -
spe.._ctivel:y.. Node 8 · is an absorblrtg node in which having 
. . ....... 
' 
. 5 consecutive accepted lots in 10 succes.sive lots. Node 9 ··· ·.· ' 
--- -v ·· . also represents an absorbing state in which there are no 5 
.. 
• j . 
. •
.. 
- ~ .· · . .-:, -~- ~-=-. ---- _ _::· 
. .,,:? 
consecutive accepted lbts in 10· successive lots. 
( -
The .;computer output is shown below: 
~(..:i9FINAL RESULTS FOR ·200 SIMULATION&H~ 
~-!.';;! 
NODE .. PROBo/COUNT 11EAN STD0DEV o MIN. 
8 07950 5~6981 · l o30J.5 5eOOOO 
9 c20$0 1000000 OoOOOO 1000000 
' 
'\ 
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" . From: the above results, we can see 
.. ------~--··· ---. r.::~. 
.. ·- "---:~--:~"-~- ·, ·· .. - ·- -: :: -~· -~·~--··- :~----~'-'.-::-_:::-.. : ... ~----~_-".; ~-~·· ..•.... -. ---~---:} 
The· r.est of· ~he probabilitie~s can be 
I " . . . •. . . 
~- ·. P_r:. ~·. (1-P )5 = 0 .59 
;;J . . r . . . 
····--........... _ ---------- -






-· .. '-----. - ___ ......,_.__.__ --- .; ' -- ·--
- --· . P6 = l-P4_-P5= 0.20.$ 
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The computer outpu~t .. for Figure 9- is· shown below: ;· 
. '" .. -
. I. . .- .- -- - - ·, -- . 
. . 
t; , ..... , . ·:,{:·EQUIVALENT BRANCHES· : OF .THE . NETv/ORKtH~., 
,., 
'" . -- - -- -
ENTRY · · EXIT · PROBABILI.TY _) ·. V~riance 
.. : . '·. 
.· .. 4 1·~000000 E + OD. 2~4)4046 .. E + 02 · 6.211039 E +4 
... -~ \ .. 
·" ~ .. - ·, :~-.- _,..,_,.,. .. _ .. ,_,., . . \ . . 
- ;From the ab_ove results, we can see:. 
l • • • 
_· __ -._·- .---.. ~:-_·· ·· -~--.··--~---~-~-:------The probability of discontinuing ~nspection· _·= ·1-i~o.· --·.-----------=--··:-·-·--··--···· 
. . . 
' The expected number of lots. passed until . ·-· . l .... _, 
inspection is.disc~~tinued = 243.4046 
= 62110.39 
--~ .. . ., . ·.·The. variance of lots passed until 
· inspection .is discontinued .. 
. ·--~ ·.s.-~-----.'.,~ . ..-.....~.~~::..~~ ~ :.. ... • .: .. _._··. ··f--:· -~--'-· ~ . . • . 
. . . . . I ~ ' ... - ~ .. ~ ·,-. -·-· -~ .. -
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. III-D ,Sampling Game~~-
'~-
--~---- -~--:·---~-~~--~--~~----·-_:---~--.;~-=-- · ,···· ... ·.--:--=--;~-~=-~-~ .;A-;___J.._o.t~~~:of~=~t-r~,a.c .. tion•.·-··def'ective-:=p~---:i{s--=~re-ady:,-C.~fcc()=-;r==~:~iniipe°C0t:=fen-:.~--::c . ..c,C;--CC::C+::ccc"'::.: .. ~ .• :,_;,7_" 








. · manner. ___ g.~~-~-!t~m .. c.ounts :i.. poi_n~~ . and ·_b.ad. it·em e'ounts ·-1 
. . . ,, . . 
point •. ·. vie want to s'et up a sampling plan such t~at if' the 
. ~ ~ 
. ·-·: ~·--=-- .. _.. - . -· ·;; ··: .. ' - : . .- ,; . 
- ...... · - ,- --; -- -- :·. -.--
-
. 
__ : __ --:·"------'--·· ..-----~------~-------~~icorEf~re1,.ches:-a~pec1-r-1·~5d P'O:[rits-- -(M)·,·---the-··1ot~- is· acc-ei>ted~ .... ····· ---------·-----·-· 
. I If' the, score does not reach M after a specifi·ed _t.ime limit 
-·--~"·-·---·-··-- ---- --··~··· 
., . 
(K time uni ts), the lot- is rej ected.: __ L., .. ,,: A time unit is defined · . 
. ~ . . . ' 
. 
. 
. ' ' 
- - . -. . --.. - -- . ·---· --------------~--- ·- ·_ ·~------· -- -·-- ··'. .. -----· -.,. 
·. .t-· "--,, .... ' •, • 
- . 
. as the tinie that on_e item will be completed inspection., 
.· .~- ·--. ···----· - .. l 
. " 
" 
. . I 
.· . )!' .. 
. . ·. e_/= An example is presented to show how GERT can be used 
in this. typ-e of problem. 
· · ···· ····· ··· · ··· ·· · Exam;ele 4:· Let M = 4, K = 7, 8lld p = O.l.- A GERTS II network 
. . .... ----·-- - - -- -·- ·-
... __ j .•• ·--- -- • 
. . 







is.modeled as shown in Figure ll. The meaning of the ·nodes 
>.,/) 
!,,,,can be defined as follows: t ' - . . .. --- ---- -·--··---------.---·--'"---·--. 
1 .. 
11 - starting node 
·\ 2 - the score is -2 
.. 
· · · . · · 3 1..1' the score is -1 · . .. . . ---~-~--\ 
. . 
· 4 - the score is zero 
, 5 ~ the score is l 
---~--- -~,---· .. -.--:·,----."'~-- ...• :... _ .. .:.:-·•·~· .. ---·---·-.~, .. ~----- -- - --'- __ ,....· ·--- -··-:_' ... ..:...--1--~~---·-:----:. _____ .-:.. ... _---:_--· 
6 - the score is 2 
____ 7 --the score i·s 3 




9 - the lot is accepted 
10 - the.lot is rejected 
- - "·- '- -· -----.---- -•-- --·~----~- --·-------- - - -,-·- .... -·-
. - ... ,,-~--· ------ ..,__,_. ... - --···- ., -~---
'I • ~ -
We note th'a.t once· the score reaches -2., the lot must 
be rejectedo We want to compute the probability that a lot 
'' 
·is accepted, the probability that a lot is, rejected, the 
' / 
,>mean and variance of time before a ·1ot is accepted, and tl:ie 
mean and variance of time before a lot is rejectedo 
,. i 
,. l 
--- - -- - ··--- -·· - --- . - ~ 
..... ~----
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~· ~~-~~FINAL RESULTS FOR 400 .srrJIULATION&,'"{~ .. . . 
. 
. . . . . . . 
.. . L 
i __ ~,=" ~. ·- 0 ·cc:.~-ic~~.~0 ·=~: ::-':i:=~~cc=-N{}DE . ... ·· ·-PROB-o IC .OUNT ;- - ·. . ··MEAN. - $Tb: ow~-:- . Ml NO ... 
. \:'. 
. . . · . . p· ( 
' . ' .;. ' 
.. "' 
, 
.9125 . __ 4 .• 5370.:,, 
-.0875 · 6 ,8571 
~· . 
- - .8876 -
.8.452. 
4~0000 6.0000 
·2.~0000 ,----······7.0·000 . 
... ··-··· - ·- . ·"-.-... c..:..;·-· ·-;··- ·~• -
. ,. r:: 
.. , ... ~ --· ----- -- ------- .. • . . . .. . •. a. .• 
· From the · co·mpu t er results, w_e c an_ ~tee_: ____ -___ _ ____ . ___ .. _ ·· ______ ·------- ------~~---~----'-·--~--. ·. . . .,. . . . . . ·. 
'' ,, ' 





······ ···" .· · ·········• ···· •.. · · · The pl'o~.a.bility 'that a "lot~ i~ accepted :;:· 0:9125 .·: =------~,_-~~~·-· -----· ;_.c: •. ~'--~-'--·:_-,.·····-,··-·--.·~----~---L,; :. ::_ .------ The··probability ·that a lo~ i.s rejected= 0.0875 '.~-. ·, .. 
. 
'. 
i > •• 
'. 
.,, · · · ~ · The ·expected time be'.fore a lot~ iij .. . 
-.... \.. .. -- ________ .. , · accepted . · 
_.. · .: ·=. 4.5370 
· _____ : - · -- -- The standard· deviation of time· before \ .· · · · __ .. . - ....... _,. ··--·- --·- ---· . 
~-. ' -0.:' ~·~~- -~:,:c.~=The :x~~~t!~ :~~:p~=~ore a lot is ·· · .. :::. 0 •8876 · ·· · · ····· · ·· 
· ·· -- · rejeqted. · , - · · = 6.8571 · ., -~~ 
.. - - ·. :·:. r·---~ .. :. ,_:: -~-· __ ft The standard devi·at-ion · of time- bet ore~ 
a lot is r·ejeoted · . - = O .8452· · . :--· .-, . 
. : . i·· 
: ' .:~-----. ,.. ..· 





The GERTSII model can give us various probabilities 
•• - • _.J .... 
· ··- - -·· ·. ·:.; · tor different value~ of M, · K · and p. · One can thus set. up a . 
.. ,....... . .. 
. , 
.··sampling plan to fit- one•s conditions. This .s..ampJ..ing plan 
1 ....... 
... ----·--··-
'-.-.. -· --··~- - - ~-~- ···-·--~---··- -. . 
save s a lot of inspection time since K is much smaller than -······· . . . 
. 
. ' 
. n (number or samples) in other .. S'mnpling plans. 
_., 
• .· r 
: 
I• 
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~~'"- .. .IV. BAYE,S · Ar.P~OApH, ,T,9 .·. ft'.. ~UAL:t.TY .c ON~.R.0~. MODEL . \ti . ---r/· /1 
· ... · · · t1cal quality control procedure$ arid a. production: moael. 
- ·, -_ - -After simplifyi~g ·their procedures, the- model can be 
• 
• 0 ' '. (~ 
!·,-t 
..... · ·· ... · ....... ,,, ·· .. ·.• · <·· f.or1111.l1ated ... .in-GERT ... , .. c. •. · •... · ..... · _ .. == . ·~·.·~•.-•~.. .c..~.·... • -·.··:···. ..·'. ~~~-- ·•· · , · '.. • i;... = T ;·.[j 
~---L ...... ·• 
. 
. ., - -- ,_ .. , .. ~, ,. __ ,_.... r· 
-- . -- - - . - - - -- - .. - . - . -_ -- - -- -_- - - . -. il 
- .:_"---=----~-_c_ ____ :---"~=-~c_--._:_-~---.---------A---mach-i-ne· ... which -i·-s ;p·roducing~ it.ems.-can----b·e··-·- in-·one __ :_Q1' : -_-~--,"·~-- --_· ~------y
1 
L .... ,.... . 
. -.• -~-- IJ. 
'. 
., .• 
.. ', ~ 
·t 
-- ·.four states. In state i = l,2 the ma_c4ine is in production. / 






. ' ~-.:j 
\' 
~- \ f< 
_ : . In ··state j =- 3.,4 the machine 'is being repaired, having pre- Li i 1 
-·-- -----·-·- ·-' --- - - [} 
-viously been in s·tate j ~2~ 
. 
. . . . 






r • r~:; 4r" . . I' . 
· which is assumed to be the de.sirabl.e state th'ere is a con----·---~·-··"··· .. -·. · : · l;? 
1 I 
- - --- -- ------.-------··--·-----




·. r ·-. . . . 
. . - .- I 
· stant proba:t>ility g that-· in the.· next time. unit. it will· go 
. .. - ,.. 
,~~----.- --·-·· .. · 1nto state 2 •. This prob .. ability is 'inherent in .t.he production --~-:~-:~ 
.. 
- - . ·,.-_. -·---, - . .. - - -
. process and is assumed ... to· b.e known.. Once the machine enters_ 
':' _:......_r 
-- ----··----..--'--,-----' t-- __ ,,,. __ 
.. -
( 
·state 2 it remains· in .thi.s state until it is- brought to _ 
- • l. ._ 
. . . 
'.l .• 
~·-_ repair {i .• e·. $tate 4). Let P1 be the pro_ba'Q1'1,1ty that the_ 
machine will go. into state 3, and P2 be ·the· probability that · · 
the machine will go into state 4. 
The GERT model is· formulated as shown in Figure 12. 
Nodes 1 9 2» 3 and 4 represent the four states c · Node R repre-
sents.the repaired state~. The transmittance ~is placed on 
every branch of the network·. From Mason 1 s Rules, we get 
• • 
• 
. C J C. a ic. f',( 1--<1-'P~)e e +J~e 
Wl R = · 
, ( p C ( C ( p ( ·.l C. 
, 1 - 1 - ~ - , ) e - 1-r )a ) e + 1 -~ - 1 1 ) l - f'.) ) e 
\ 
- ... 
..- ·- ·- ·------ - ----- - . -. 
.. . ·, 
·---·-··------ - ·-----r--.... -. 
.. j.:. • 
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:,.--
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l-'. ·. - ... V .. 'DODGE'S -CONTINU'OUS SAMPLING PLAN CSP~l ~ ;, 
L 
. .;., . Dodgen:s continuous sam.1il·:tng· plan·_ ·CSP-1 is a -plan of 
-·-----
..... : . 
~;-'""~~"===~-c-~~,~~·-·-samp-irng-~1n;ipe.~t:ton ro·r'; pr6d~~t consisting ot·· individual .. 
. ' ·>.' :-~ 
,units ·(parts 9 suba~semblie~, finished articles, 8tc) manU-
. . 
, ---------------- ·-----------·--··-·-· "'-· .----~ .. 
· _·_·_ f.'actured in quality by -an essentially,-· continuous pro·cess. ; · 
,. 
~ ,.J • 
--·······--- ··• - - ~ - -
_ __  ~= . _ ·: _ _-.__ ! · ._- --.~ ........ ·. := _Th8_~l~rl- op :r;~~ s · as _ -£<>~~~() 'IAT~ : _~ ~ .. •- .. __ ,_~•-~-- ----~~=~----•-· ----~-:-=:---~~-~:=---=:·===~=~---.--~---~-~--~-~----
·" l. An,,·ins-pector selects a pre.determined r percent 
· ( or fraction) -of the product in such a manner as 
.. 
-· - --- . ·---
-~------- --~-----~ _____ __:_ __ --tC> as sure an .. unbiased ~ample O _ ---·------· 
. -· -- ----,c,-:--c--~- _ 
- -· ··-··· ·----------- -·-·-·-··-----·-- -------· 
- - ---- - -.----------,------.--------- .----- • 2~:·_ Wb.en a defect is found a predetermined. c1ear,ing -
r, • .. 
' t7 
·sequence -of i,subsequence and consecutive units_ 
·· -
1 
- of produc_t must be round .free of defects o · 
... . -
- ·• .. 
. .-·. 
1·--·" ...... , •• '~ •. ' 
--co. 
-3. Upon find i units free bf defects the ·1pspector 
· resumes sampling the- fraction •. 
. ' 
. 
-- - ----·-··- ···•·· ·;- .. If during a period of· clearing i units,--~ defective_ 
~ ··-·· ......................... ,.~.,................. .......... . :· .. 
- . un1t·1s.round, t~e c6ti'nt'.· must start _o_ver. This is a re,cti- · _ 
•. l+f 
_, tying plan. · 1.e~ all defective units found are to be 
- ------------- . ___ .. _______ . ________ --
. -----" ---c----
i>,. . .. 
corrected or.replaced by good units. 
,•······ 
·-The expected -number of uni ts pas·sed :under the sampling 
procedure, before ·a ·defect is foun'd cart be-obtained i'rom a 
. 
. .. ' -
- -)-
. 
,, . : 
. 
GE~T model as shown in Figure 13(8.)o Suppose the ·process to· 
· be in statistical- control so that the probability or any in-
Q 
coming unit being defective can be .considered constant {p),_ 
t, 
1. 
and the probability of any unit being good is· 1-p = qo· 
Node U represents an unit is not under inspectiono ·· 'Node ! 
represents· an unit is under inspection. Node D represents 
l. - . 
I 
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_ · .. · ( f •P•t; f f> { 1~ f-P)===- = =-= -. - --_ ·. : . .. . - -_i=:~---~~ . -~ __ .. · ···· -- -··- ·-'• - . ---- - .., - : .":·· I __ , ···------------~ ------,---------·-------·- .. _-- - ------ ------·------ - ____________ __._ ---------,;:JMl . 
-
.,_, .. 
. . . . .. ; . . W".LU D-
.' .. -· .:- ........ - .... "• --···· ;·-----·- -
. . . --- ' - . - . -- ~ - - - . d C 
- · .· ·cf P >~-- . 
. ·- . -
.--------,.-------:---- ·---- ·--· -.;----· ... ·------·------ ---:-,-· -- ·---·--.-·-_--:-~·-··.-- --· - -- -· .: .. --·------· --- .... --. " -- -~ - ., .. 
\ 
I 
· = . [. = expected number or units passed unde_r. 
· f P -- · the sampling procedure before a defect· -
.. 
P.' .. ;•.' _,' 
-,~--
-
• is found _;; -
> 
,.;,, . 
,, :.•·" .. · ..-( . - -
. 
. . . 
-·To · determine the expected--:n~l;>er of uni·ts that w1·11 --. ____ ,. __ :_,-_ . -·--·-- • °" ,; _ .... -- '" ·., . . .-. ·- -- .,. . . .. 
· be ··ins.pected by the detailer while attempting to clear i 
. I 
· uni.ts the GERT network shown in Fig~re l3{b) will be used._ 
t --~--
------------- - -
. . - From Mason•s-Rule we get 
. .·", . 
. ·-· . . . . A,. . { q ec) - . ·. 
- . . ._ ... 
.. . . - = -------------------
. ... , - . 
. ' 
--·· ·-· ~~· . -
' ... ---~-~--~"--.. ----------~---------· --·.····-· \ - rec ( I+ '1_ e.c + ( q ec t + • • • + ( q e ty<-~ ~--,-. ~--,---..-~---~--.' - . -~--.·- ..... -- -- - ' ) 







I - 9.ec 
• ( I - 9 ec) ( q ec ) ,\. .... 
. ,,_- •. . ,' 
-- --- -- -- - - - ·-------- -- --- -·~---·-·--~ 
- _---.---·----.-----,---_ 
'. ·, .. . •;·· .- .... 
-·-· .· ... :·. ·------··-···---·--· .. -·--·. - :_ ·-·-.· .-_-··--·- :._ ·:.. ·--·-··~..:...~.. ------- .. . 
.. 
. ·.·· . .) 
. ...,,,,-,,,·,:;:······"·· . ' ··,; 
• • • (":1' ' ~ . .·. 37.• . 
. -· ·, 
,~~: ·•· ·. Po, i = Wo , 1 I c ;,~ = · l ·. · 
' 
------···-----····-
-·--···-~-:_. ___ ,_-1,. ••• ___ :_ ---·--· .. • •. • •• • - __ ._· __ ~---·-···· ••·•·• --·····--·--··--· -·· ••• - --'----~ • 
,, 
,- . ·, 
- · {,~t-p( 1- ~ ~)] [ 1w CJ.;._( A+•) q ~+1]+{ 1-J) q~(i-( i~ 1) fq:;.J .. ··· 
· · dMo 1 · ·= . · . . . .. . . • .1. 
·ac1 C.:;o··· .. . ~ .,, '(1-q~p(1-q")) 
.~------·------------- - ,---- '·:·--·-----_--·---:---:_,_____________ ·.. , .. ~_i:;;-----·--·. '_--: ----·-··---- ··---··-------·-----··---~-----'---;-----··--:_···-·----- ---· -------'----- -· . . . .. ·-
. . . . .. 
-. ---~:_:_ __ ,, --. _____________ _:__~_. - ·- _~ - -q"'( T- q )( I .:..-q ")---_ ·-- ---c- ·-~-- ----------------. -·-·-·-------~~- -~------~-- ~- --:~-------~----- --.---
- I , ( . . .... ·)2. . . . . _·.. ·(-1--~ q_ )J_.,,q 1v: . ·. - -----··-------··· 
' 
-, - .. ·. 
.. 
~-------··-. ~ - . ----···---- --·--- -··,. -. -· .. - . --- . - .. - .. -- - ... ... ... ... . .. &?': .. 
--, =.· . ···1. :. q~- . . . . . • . . I 
.. 
- ,:..": -.. , • . . . . ., • • • I . . 
·----'-·,····- .· -··-··-·-----·_ -·- .... ' _· ··-.-· -·. .. ___ ,_ . ----··-·-·. -. '..,.-.· -- - --- - ... ,- - p -~ ;. . = expected number·or·µn,its_~hat 
· . will be inspe,cted duri~g the·· 
detailing state 
• Q • 
·. :·:The· result agree with ··'that of Dodge {l). 
. . 
. ., . 
' '. ' ·._ ·: Mullen (4) develop~d a ·model as follows: . Suppose items. 
I 
·· on · a conveyor line· are . inspected_ under a CSP -l · pl·an, where · 
I ' 
• , 
'\;he M{M<.i) ,items of concern are. shown below 
"' . 
.. 
· ·~ I ~- ; ;: --~- : I : + 1 - ------ ---· - ---. -·- ---- --· . - ~- ' ... ·,· .-·. . .· 
The GERT-·model is formulated as shown-in F·igure 13(c) • 
: ·,-----~--~·--".-~-----.-- ·After ins·pection the 0th item·, there is a probability, Ps, ot 
.J 
being in the. sampling state and a probability, Pd, of being ._ 
in the detailing state. Let A be the starting node~. 
Node 1 9 2" 3, 0 0 0 , :t-1 .+ _l ·represent actual items being - • • •*• ... ~-·~ •yo.;. • ...,,~---·-•,·-',...,;.... ............ __ .... C • r , • >, I 
. ' J 
inspected, and the B node represent an absorbing state (i.e. ----·--· --~ . 
. 
the state in wh·ich the detailing count equals zero) Q 
U-· If , · 
) '' ; 
m=II =--.- --~- · .. ·. -._-_._.-- '·.·--_-_. --_/'--,' -_.··. -.-. -·,-· ·_-. __ . ~--· .. --"'- - _ - ·-··-----··r·---~cL.--"-"----:-.-:i-'-;;..~.--,.,;.~~-,...._,._-, ________ _ _, __ ._-....,. ___________ .... ____~ -
I • • • 
. l! . 
: . _- . .. . ·. : 
--·----·- -----T,· . ------- . •. ,---· - .... - - ---------~--..----. -----
.. . ' ' 
... ..,-, 
~ :. 
.··_ . :,a. 
The ·nodes in t~e upper half;of .the graph represent 
--·-- .. -·_ -• , . ~te~s. be:lng. passed ~-in:the .. satflplin:g st'ate •. __ Tx-ansmittanoe b .. 
... . ' . ' . ·. '• 
. - . .. . 
. 
-- - - -· - . 
- . - . -· . ---- . -- ... .. - -
· , -. · _ is composed of three pa_th Q. 
-··----- ·····---··'···,·· -- -------··:·· ,'" -·- -··-· - -·---.-~-----~ .. _. __ :-~----· ·--... ------·------- ·, 
. - . . . . ' . 
' . ' ' 
. .:i" . · ..• 
- . . _.a_ . 
-·, 
' 
---··'-·-· -- ..... __ .. __ ...... -·- -- - ··-· . 
· - - ·c - ·- ------- · - · · · - c· -
· b = p < , - f ) e + q t 1-f > + f q =, p c ,_. f )_e. ·+ q ·· . : 
' . 
''1::1" . 
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. r, 
. r· . . l 
•.. -.. ·· :-==~~. · ..• =.···~~-: --~(.1-f) :::·pr0lY8.bil1tyi;nat lili~·-nelll ·rs.·a:er:e_ctive-. ~na~·wn:t~·· .. ·· .. · ·. - . l 
. · . . . · - ___ ·_ ·. . not be sampled ·. - _ . .. · . ·· 1 
· · . · q't \-f) = probability that th_e __ it.em _is nondefective and -,-.·- _ . l 
_ . . .. :· .. _ · · ." _. will n9t be sampled· . ~ 
.. _ .. ~ _· ___ ~_-:: ___ ~ __ '.·-· .. · -:~•-'·- -~-:f q = probability that t~e ·item is nondef ective· ·and- . , _ { 
· __ ·; ____ , ___ .. ___ ,' __ · ___ : _____ : ____ ·~---- _ __ will be -sampied ·. - ·· - - - ·-- - · · .. \-
,- .. · , , . 
# ' . • .. -· . ·• .. - ---- -·-- - ... ··- -.--··--- ·- ·---. ---·---·---· ,. · 1 
·Any of the above three path will all'ow th·e inspection _ 1 
- j ' ·- • . ! 
·"' 
process to stay in the sampling- state e.s it moves to the• l 
. .. . . I . -·-. ·1, 
--
next item. 
'' · '· . f P = prob8.bili ~/·that the ite~ · is defective end will ~ 
· · _be· sampled -·· "·· 
- ·-:--·-~.:.;:..c,-,_ -_,:------ --~·-~----:~:..::-=-::::-:-~··-····· -
' I. 
The nodes· ·1n tpe lower half ot the graph ·rep:r~sent ___ · :--~-- .. --~--. 
'items -being· passed in the detairl:ing state. 




· .· Pds .= probe.b;l_ity of g?ing to the sampling· state when·. 
· the unit is d.e tailed 
'• 
. 
· ·-·:'::;-:-:-;-. ·-···~---~--~.,:-------~--P = fraction defective = probability that the item 
- ·· · - - is defective 
., -
, '· h = I - p- Po.5 = probability that. the process will 
stay in the detailing state 
• 0 
. . ' . 
. --·-~~· 
. . . 
. _ _. : .. i ... ;-;:9· ....... · _,,:;, ·-~ . 
.,. 
. _ • --- . ; •. :-•. -~ ..... ,-·· --- _ . .:o. ___ __ ,~--=• -- u ---•· • - ·• - · • .-. 
,. 
- All the quantities on the graph · are known ~xcept P 8 .,. 
Pd., and Pds o These can be obtained by considering CSP~l 
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Figure 13, GERT networks for CSP -1 
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.· d. WA,13,<c} · ::: expected .number of' defectives re.;; 
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A. point falls . o~t of the control limit o A GERT 
network is modeled for this condition-as shown 
in Figure 14(a). Let P be the probability that 
a point falls out of the control limito· Under 
a normal curve the probability that a deviation 
fro·m the mean will exceed 3 er in one direction -
-· - ·r: --·-. ' 'i 
is Oe00135 or in both direction is Oa0027o. . 
Node A represents the process is under control. 
Node B.represents the process is out of ciontrol. 
From Mason's Rule, we get 
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f'acturing process for analysis ·and_ repair when incoming 
qua~ity deteriorate to an unacceptable ·1evel. A cost model-
'.' is developed from wp.ich tp.e optimal inspection plan can be ··· 
selected under given input·conditionso. vlhen· the probability 
of a unit being defective changes from P0 {normal process) 
to P1 (out of control·conditioI?,) 3 , it is said the quality is 
shiftede A GERT model for de~ailing state is formulated as 
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=·critical number of defects, wp.ich if found while 
attempting to clear i unitsD will cause the pro~ 
cess to be stopped, and invest·igated 
~ .. I\J ~ ~ 
Ne= min -~ qoA( I- q; )J 
X ~o~ 1,.2.._....... J=-0 
This stopping rule can be interpreted as the process 
will be stopped as soon as the total number of defects found 
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" ···· in qu ity occurs the process is on a course to be stopped. 
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The-stc!)ping cycle can be depicted as shown inFigUre 15(b). 
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The expecte.d number of uni ts inspected until the · 
,,proc~ss · is stopped can be obtained by: 
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Thus, the expected number of units prodU.ced in a 
stopping cycle has been derived in both state P
0 
and P1 • . , 
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c1 = the unit cost if inspecting an item ··-·- ........ -~--·--.............. -··-··'- - ,'. 
c·2 ·=·the penalty cost of letting a defect ~.lip 
through 
c3 = the cost of erroneously stopping process 
Fp = the total fraction of units inspected when 
o process is in control 
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This'. thesis has investigat-ed-~the _ applica~io-n -o-f 
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. ___ _, .... -- ·-----. 
·_-' GERT to quality control areao Simple and double ~amplii;lS 
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plans 11 Mili t8ry Standard 105 D; Bayes approach,· Dodge~ s con-> 
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,studied. 
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Single ~d double sampling plans wer~ modeled r~om · · · • · 
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.·· .··. ' ·. Milita;y Stand8.I'd 105 D was modeled from vlP,ich we can obtain 
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'the probability or discont.inuing inspection, and th~ 
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.exp~cted number ,and variance of lots passed u:qtil inspection . 
is discontinued,~ A sampling game was- -formulated f~m which-------:----:--~-r- ··---_---.. 
a new sampling plan c~ be develop~d-. Bayes· ·app!oach to a··· 
quality control model (3) -was simplified and formulated in· 
. ' . 
GERT from which·the·expected number of items produced can 




I . . 
. Dodge's continuous sampling plan csp.:1 was modeled 
--from which the expected number of units passed under the 
sampling procedure before a defect is found and the 
expected number of uni ts that· ivill be_ inspected during the 
detailing state can be obtainedo In addition, the short-
run characteristics of CSP~l were modeled to define the 
/ - , 
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, .. _:.· .. A s·topping rule· and .. a cost model were· discu~sed for 
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·- . ,,-,- .. -
______ ... ___ .: .. -· -.use of GERT models. · . ~h~_ s_t_op:p_;ng· rule was pres~nted to 
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- . ~ . 
. p~:r'Illit stopping· or··-· the manufacturing .pro·ces_s for analysis 
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which t~e opt,imal inspection plan.- can be- ~elected· under· · · ·· 
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~--., • .¢ 
'--" given input conditions. 
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. · Several problems have been solved by Pritsker and 
, . 
···-. ... . . 
, ,. . 
11-:::r.~.-
·,, 
.. . ·-. . 
_Ishmael's computer p_rograms (7,8) successfully. The· 
· . readers are thus encouraged to use these programs for 
analyzing GERT network containi-ng either Exclusive-or · 
,. . \., 
C' 
or AND type nodes. 
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From the· above results, ·we can see that- GERT models. 
,. 
provide the.information of probabilities, and mean and 
variance of the distribution at the same time in an 
efficient wayo In additions the simplicity of formulation 
provides a starting point for-analysis and schedulins 
\ 
', . 
of tl:1e operational systemo ---<>I 
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